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what are E-Textiles

how do they work

applications
- medicine
- sport
- robotics

- IoT              @

unsolved issues

the future     
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Smart Fabrics

fabrics that react to a stimulus or generate specific actions

- temperature (thermocromic fabrics)
- specific substances [water, PVA] (fishing & jeans pockets)
- light (luminescent, reflective fabrics)
- scent (fragrance emitting fabrics)
- chemical substances (insect repellent)
- swelling fabrics (submarine cables)
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E-Textiles

fabrics that can function electrically as electronics and behave physically as textiles  

- temperature (heat generation)
- temperature (sensor)
- stretch (stretch sensor)
- mechanical pressure (pressure sensor)
- chemicals (not yet!)
- light (light emitting fabrics)
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why fabrics are important?

fabrics cover the 80% of our body

fabrics are everywhere in our homes 

(bed sheets, carpets, walls, sofas and 

chairs..) and in public places

they are the perfect place to embed sensors

www.plugandwear.com

how can textile sensors/actuators help us?

heating elements in sofas to increase comfort (and save energy)

sensors to improve sport performance

mapping floors for emergencies

posture control + rehabilitation

sensing wetness

soft interfaces in robotics

www.plugandwear.com
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how can I do that?
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electronics

www.arduino.cc
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OpenPicus

www.openpicus.com
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Paraimpu (software)

http://paraimpu.crs4.it/
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IFTTT (software)

https://ifttt.com/
www.plugandwear.com

textile sensors and actuators
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sensors
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Internetphysical quantity textile sensor
electronics

temperature, pressure

electrical signal

Textile press button

•Knitted three-layered fabric, two 

conductive layers with a non-

conductive layer in between

•If pressed, the conductive layers 

touch allowing current flow

•Materials: acrylic yarn, stainless 

steel

www.plugandwear.com
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liquid  sensors
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analog pressure sensors
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stretch sensors
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textile touchscreen
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actuators
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Internet physical quantity
textile actuator

electronics
temperature, motion, light

electrical signal

textile actuators

www.plugandwear.com
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heating fabrics
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posture monitoring

rehabilitation
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sport

Gastrointestinal Tract (from 
esophagus to rectum) : Ø = 

10 to 30 mm

Endoluminal endoscopy and therapy in the 
gastrointestinal tract: different possible accesses

ORAL  ACCESS
(Gastroscope)

RECTAL  ACCESS
(Colonoscope)

STOMACH (Reachable)

LARGE INTESTINE (Reachable)

SMALL INTESTINE
(Not Reachable)

DISCOMFORT and 
PAIN

Courtesy: M.Salerno et al. - Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna
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Screening Capsule: low-rate image capsule 
without telemetry with remote diagnostic 
purpose to be proposed as a pharmaceutical 
device

Diagnostic Capsule: high-rate image 
real time capsule with diagnostic 
capabilities and active locomotion

Therapeutic Capsule: high-rate image real 
time capsule with the integration of 
therapeutic tools

The EU VECTOR* and the Korea IMC Projects

*http://www.vector-project.com
Courtesy: M.Salerno et al. - Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna

www.plugandwear.com
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video
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Courtesy and Copyright Patrizia Marti – University of Siena -www.iromec.org

my new friend is..a robot
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Courtesy and Copyright Patrizia Marti – University of Siena -www.iromec.org

IROMEC
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IROMEC
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Courtesy and Copyright Patrizia Marti – University of Siena -www.iromec.org

IROMEC

sources: CISCO, Jim Cicconi, AT&T, Steve Leibson, Computer History Museum, CNN, University of Michigan, Fraunhofer      
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“These things are not just smart phones and tablets

www.plugandwear.com

www.plugandwear.com
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Courtesy and copyright: Fa.Pre project
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textile loudspeaker
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Wall-E(motion)
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Wall-E(motion)
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Wall-E(motion)

Video

www.plugandwear.com

Are E-textiles really wearable?
unsolved issues
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On the news - December, 2013

Philips develops stretchable electronics for Wearable Phototherapy Systems  

LG Chem develops a rechargeable wire  battery

The smart textiles market alone is expected to reach $ 2 billion USD by 2018 with an estimated annual growth rate of more tha
(Business Wire)
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The Future
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riccardo marchesi

techies@plugandwear.com

@plugandwear
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thank you!


